
RANSOMWARE:
THE ULTIMATE THREAT TO CYBER RESILIENCE



Detect & Block known Ransomware

Exploit blocking to stop the execution and spread of ransomware via 

unpatched vulnerabilities

Machine learning for detection of previously unknown “zero-day” 

ransomware attacks

Indicators of Attacks (IOAs) to identify and block additional unknown 

ransomware, and protect against new categories of ransomware that 

do not use files to encrypt victim systems

CrowdStrike Falcon uses a unique and powerful integrated approach that protects 

endpoints more effectively against the menace of ransomware. This protection 

spans known and unknown ransomware — and even prevents “file-less” 

ransomware that is invisible to conventional malware-centric defenses.
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Attackers can shift 
their techniques
Endpoint security powered 
by threat intelligence stops 
them in their tracks.



Internal threat intelligence
Detect and derail 
lateral movement, no matter 
the attack method.

Attivo effectively detects ransomware attacks while preventing damage to local 

files, folders, removable drives, and mapped network or cloud shares. The Threat-

Defend platform offers ransomware mitigation functions through the EDN family of 

products and the BOTsink deception server:
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Get substantiated detection of ransomware activity.

Deny ransomware from spreading to production network shares

or removeable storage media.

Prevent ransomware from damaging data by denying visibility and exploitation

of files, folders, attached storage, and network or cloud shares.

Access comprehensive protection and accurate detection regardless of 

ransomware strain.



Remote Browser Isolation (RBI) by Cyberinc contains browser activity inside an iso-

lated environment (Zero Trust) by fetching, rendering, and executing all elements of 

a page away from the user’s device. It successfully protects against all ransomware 

attacks and spares organizations all the headaches – monetary losses, lawsuits, 

regulatory action, and reputational damage.
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Prevent attacks using malicious links and websites

Eliminate the cost of web-based ransomware attacks

Reduce the number of security alerts

Remove browsing activity from a user’s computer

Enable seamless and secure access to web applications

Protect against malicious downloads and infected ads

Most security solutions 
stop attacks between steps 
3 and 7 in the attack kill chain.
Remote browser isolation stops 
ransomware at step 2; before 
it is weaponized.

RBI Platform:



Automated & Orchestrated Phishing Incident Response

90+ Built-In Threat Intelligence Feeds for IP, URL & Malware / Ransomware 

Analysis

Supports both On Premise / Cloud Based Deployment

Intelligent Reporter Plug-In

Integrated suite that contains Phishing Simulator, Awareness & Policy 

Compliance Manager

PhishRod provides the ability to instantly analyze, quarantine and delete suspicious 

emails containing a potential malware or ransomware. PhishScout automated phish-

ing incident response platform scans potential phishing emails that have bypassed 

the secure email gateway and provides an orchestrated incident response to delete 

suspicious emails from all end user mailboxes.
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Phishing Defense.
Phishing is the number one 
delivery vehicle for ransomware.



Stops all phishing attacks from untrusted domains and open signup services

Covers 99% of open signup email systems globally (3600 and counting)

Synchronizes the organization’s list of trusted ‘open signup’ contacts

Increases end user awareness by flagging emails from unverified senders

Valimail is the only fully automated solution designed from the ground up to fight 

email spoofing and BEC (business email compromise) attacks. With complete 

inbound and outbound protection, the Valimail platform ensures that your domain 

will be fully locked down and secure. 

Employing revolutionary, domain-based sender identification and authentication, 

Valimail ensures that only trusted domains, contacts, and services can send email 

on your behalf — or be allowed to deliver email into your employees’ inboxes.

About 65% of ransomware 
infections are delivered via 
phishing.  
83% of all email attacks 
make use of impersonation. 



StealthDEFEND detects, alerts, investigates, and responds to advanced threats like 

Ransomware and abnormal or unauthorized file access activities. StealthDEFEND 

enables organizations to contain and mitigate file system threats with unprecedent-

ed accuracy and speed. StealthDEFEND is purpose-built to detect and respond to 

both specific methodologies attackers are leveraging and the abnormal behaviors 

they exhibit when attempting to compromise file data. 

Some of the activities that it can detect and respond to are:
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Ransomware Behavior

Abnormal User Behavior

Unusual Sensitive Data Access

Suspicious Encryption Activity

Mass File Deletions

Lateral Movement

Ransomware attacks target 
sensitive files and folders 
Detect and respond to anomalous 
file activities and operations.


